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ABSTRACT: Tllis cast study of cemf/iet aver land USt on tlrt Hau.'lliian 
is/and of Moloka'i cramilU~s II,e '.'II:ii.1n bttuwn a tourism growl/r //Iadlint 
and the istolld's residtnts. Usillg 1I.'1,,~paf"'T accoulll5, quali/atill(' ol>sfflPa
/iOIl$, and a multidim~lIsiOllal ill(l"rlll.llY "f llalw SlruC/UT<'S. /lrt aul/roTS 
conclude lila/lire basis of commulla/ assoda/rim trant:; anrons thm STOupS: 
tlrt grouPlIl mac/rine, is/and r.:sid.'''/s uPlPO u'arrt 10 limit der.re/opment. alld 
/lro5(' ,1.'/,0 fUllOr dilrcrst typ.'S of d,w/"pmL'llt. Tlr~' ;;ociat ori~lItaliOll5 at~ 
idcrrlifitt/ as gesellschaft. gemeinschaft. alld Zwischengruppe ("in 
Mtul('l:n ,\'TOUp'). Tile artide condud.'S willr a di;;cU5Sioll IliS/llig/rlillg /lIt 
in/mlal CClII/radiclillrrs of markl'lirrs traditiollal cultures. 

This case study describes land use conflict over resort development on the 
Hawaiian island of Moloka'i. The example is instructive partly because of the 
differences in values between outside developers and residents but also because 
it demonstrates that conflicts in the social system are directly observable in the 
spatial order (Caste1is1977j Harvey 1973; Logan 1978), By viewing communities 
as locations of political and economic exchange, this research follows in the 
direction of the "new community sociology" of Buttell (1980), Gilbert (1982), 
Lo~an and Semyonov (1980), Lovejoy and Krannich (1980), Newby (1980), and 
Walton (1981). Especially influential to our approach is the growth machine per
spective of Molotch (1976, 1979) and developed by Krannich and Humphrey 
(1983), Molotch and Logan (1984), and Logan and Molotch (1987). 

Molotch suggests that communities are defined by their self-identified similar
ity regarding the future use of land and that the competition for land is the major 
force for political organization in the local arena. Localities represent the "areal 
expression of the interests of some land-based elite" (1976: 309) and when there 
are coalitions of competing land interests with sufficiently enduring quality, 
communities exist as "aggregates of land-based interests" (1976: 310). He 
describes a pOlitically organized "growth machine" comprised of two groups 
distinguished according to the directness of the benefits of development. "Advo
cates" stand to gain directly; they are the owners of land, speculators, investors, 
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and the like. "Statesmen" of the growth milchine, on the other hand, benefit 
indirectly. As realtors, bankers, owners of secondary industries, and utility in
vestors, their interest in development is defined by the economic returns of 
overilll growth and is not tied to specific development alternatives. 

Inevitably, land use proposals presented by the growth machine require local 
residents to take positions regarding development. It is these reactive choices 
that create local (nested) communities (Molotch 1976) for whom the element of 
self-identification differs. However, Molotch did not discuss what happens to the 
internal structure of communities when they are forced to react to land develop
ment proposals. Only recently did he and Logan mention the relevance of the 
growth machine perspective for rural-urban clashes that occur when urban elites 
want to develop rural property, specifically for suburbanization (1987: 118). This 
article extends Molotch's notion to understand how growth issues are related to 
the bases of community attachment in a rural island community. 

We begin with a description of Moloka'i, Hawaii, an ideal location for examin· 
ing the consequences for community stemming from conflict over growth policy. 
Fifteen years of newspaper accounts document efforts by a growth machine to 
sell tourism to islanders as an economic imperative and a nonthreatening alterna
tive to their traditional lifestyle. Qualitative observations also assist an examina· 
tion of the social bases of an antidevelopment countercoalition. 

In addition, quantitative survey data provide evidence for Molotch's conten
tion that the choices made about the future use of land literally create communal 
associations. By way of exploration, possible factors influencing residents' choice 
of community identification-especially jobs and the contradictions inherent in 
selling place, lifestyle, and culture-will then be discussed. Finally, we describe 
the physical partitioning of the island, a temporary spatial solution to the social 
conflict over growth policy. 

MOLOKA 1 AND GROWTH MACHINE RESEARCH 

The Hawaiian island of Moloka'j, known as the "Friendly Isle," is an ideal 
research site for studying the growth machine because of its geographical, politi
caL economic, and sociocultural characteristics. Its geography creates clear physi
cal boundaries and its small size (26 by 11 miles) means that social processes are 
highly visible and easy to identify. SocioculturaJly its residents are predomi~ 
nantly part~Hawaiian and Filipino Americans who share the recent agricultural, 
economic, and cultural past. Politically, Moloka'i is one of four islands in Maui 
County in a state where governmental centralization is the highest in the United 
States. (Except for the city and county of Honolulu, political jurisdictions below 
the county level do not exist and the state provides services that are usually 
found under local control, like education.) Economically, the residents are not 
well off. Unemployment is high (more than 15%), salaries are low (the average 
income is less than 85% of Oahu salaries, which rank twenty-sixth of the 50 state 
averages), and the general cost of living (10% higher than Oahu) ranks second 
among the 50 state averages. 

Land ownership is extremely concentrated (private plots make up 2% of the 
l;lOrl) and the maior landowners (Mo!oka'j Ranch, Hawaiian Homes Commission, 
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state, and national governments), as weU as the major political actors, are based 
off-island. Molotch says that development of land is the central political problem 
and pOlitical rationale for local government. On Moloka'i this is certainly true: 
with the withdrawal of agriculture, land use issues dominate community organi~ 
zation and political debate.1 

Moloka'i is one of the last islands in the Hawaiian chain to be targeted for 
resort development. Since commerCial agricultural growth has ceased, the county 
of Maui and the state of Hawaii back tourism as the economic choice to counter~ 
balance agricultural decline (Honolulu Advertiser 1983a, b). State documents also 
emphaSize that Moloka'i's only economic future lies in expanded tourism: 

... the available data reveal agriculture's declining role and the 
visitor industry's compensating growth. The job count in the 
agricultural sector-which provided nearly half of the jobs on 
Moloka'j through 1972-has fallen gradually. The growth of the 
local visitor industry, however, has provided about 250 new jobs 
since 1977 (Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic 
Development 1983: 8). 

To begin tourist development, Moloka'i Ranch sold 6,762 acres (4.2% of Malo
ka'i) to a mainland~bdsed development company in 1976. Their development, 
Kalua Koi Resort, now has a 292-room Sheraton Hotel, an 18-hole golf course, a 
16-parcel subdivision, and 200 condominiums. They also plan a development of 
350 "ranch estates" on over 5,000 acres along Moloka'i's only expansive white 
sand beach at Papohaku (Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Devel
opment 1983: 17). "Full development" would mean 1,607 dwelling units (condos, 
hotel rooms, and single-family dwellings) of which about 30% currently exists 
(Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Development 1983: 18, 19). 

Kalua Koi Resort's ultimate plans are for a "resort destination," meaning that 
visitors receive a self-contained vacation experience and the goal is "land use
synergism" (Lamarche 1976; Molotch & Logan 1984: 492). More important, vaca~ 
tioners at the hotel and condominiums are also invited to purchase a piece of 
paradise. For example, Kalua Koi's advertisement in Islands (October 1983) 
states: 

While parts of Hawaii were going high.rise, the Island of Moloka'i 
kept its feet on the ground. We lead the simple life. Go torchlight 
fishing. Raise some livestock. Hold incredible luaus. Go visiting 
on horseback. Cling to the Hawaiian values of friendship and 
family love. 

This spirit is enshrined at Kalua Koi Resort, along the beach at 
west Moloka'i just 18 minutes by plane from Honolulu. You 
should see it. Golf it. Bike it. Hike it. Sample its blend of Hawaiian 
hospitality and resort luxury. Like it? We'll also show you some 
of Hawaii's most promising land ownership opportunities within 
the resort at Papohaku Ranchlands. 

Other advertisements offer opportunities to "stake your claim" on ranch par
cels beginning at $120,00 and oceanfront 5-acre parcels beginning at 5325,000. 



Thus the advertisement campaign transforms visiting into a sales pitch, with the 
intention of creating a new lando ..... ning class. This class ..... ould be both culturally 
alien and overwhelming in size, not to mention financially better off than the 
improverished local residents. 

THE TOURIST GROwrH MACHINE ON MOLOKA'I 

Pressures for growth are not due solely to the invisible f~rces of the market, but 
also to a political process that involves local growth machme advocates as wel~ as 
supporters in other communities, usually higher up the "land use planmng 
ladder." On Moloka\ the local advocates are primarily Moloka'i Ranch and Kalua 
Koi Resort. The "Statesmen" include state and county gove~~ent person~el, 
bankers, and owners of companies dependent on tourism (aviation .compames, 
rental cars, recreational specialists, golf course managers, and potential fast food 
chain owners). . 

To gain the necessary support for development changes on this small. Island, 
growth proponents have used a variety of persuasion messages. They claim that 
the local lifestyle \\111 not be adversely affected; they promote the appearance 
that all fiscal consequences will be positive (an expansion of tax rat~bles, for 
example), while ignoring the drain on public re~ourc~s; they take credit fo~ ~he 
rise in service sector jobs; and they attempt to discredit locally based ?PPoslt~on 
to development that is grounded in main.tai.ning the slow. paced traditional life· 
style that the gro ..... th machine itself uses 10 Its sales campaigns (see also Judd & 
Collins 1979). 

A major aim has been to allay fears of unwanted cultural c~ange, an effort 
bolstered by the govemmental planning bureaucracy. T~e Ha~a."an ~epartment 
of Planning and Economic Development states that the v.lsltor mdustry on 
Moloka'i can be developed without sacrificing important social value~, and can 
with wise planning even support them" (1983: 24). How~ver, ~any residents are 
wary given early official statements about development intentions for 4,000 hotel 
roo~s and a total development population of 30,000 residents (Honolulu Star 
Bulletin 1967, 1971b). 

Another avenue of promotion is to promise that the fiscal resources of the 
island will not be burdened. In every land use proposaL proponents have claimed 
that property tax ratables will increase, that county. revenues will increase, and 
that public resources will be enhance.d. These promises ha~e paralleled thos~ of 
no increase in public sector expenditures. Because the~e is no nec:ssary link 
between taxes collected on Moloka'i and services provided to the island, the 
growth machine on Moloka'j can deemphasize the public ~osts of de~elopment, 
as the increased tax burden due to new infrastructure reqUirements Will be borne 
by the entire county, not just Moloka'i. .. ,. . .. . 

Maui County officials justify expenditures m Moloka I tn two ways. (1) It IS 
necessary to provide a basic level of services to justify the tax revenues extracte.d 
from the island, and (2) the added cost of infrastructure to encourage econor~l1c 
growth is a long· term investment that will hopefully earn the county a flIce 
return in the form of future tax revenue increases. 
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However, the main rationale for permitting the intensification of tourist· 
oriented land uses is the provision of jobs that are critical in the wake of the 
decline of agricultural sector employment. This is true of Moloka'i: developer 
claims of job creation and multiplier effects are frequent and initially welcome 
(Honollliu Star Bulleti1l1971a, 1973a, b, 1975c, 1976; Honolulu Adtmiscr 1971). 

THE SOCIAL BASIS OF oPPOSmON TO DEVELOPMENT 

Critics say that altematives to tourism were never seriously considered and that 
when agricultural development was proposed, the competition for transmission 
space of the existing water delivery system was won by land development inter
ests. Although a lack of state commitment to agriculture on Moloka'i may be 
partly responsible for the failure to provide for displaced pineapple workers, the 
state, by default, now supports tourism as a "compensating" industry. Yet during 
the economic woes of the 1980s, the state pledged public funds to promote the 
now·ailing tourist industry. 

Opposition is primarily found among the native Hawaiian population, and 
statewide environmental groups.2 But island wide, residents are not convinced 
that Kalua Koi's presence has been beneficial. Journalistk observations of opposi· 
tion to tourist development (and to Kalua Koi Resort itself) were confirmed by a 
recent survey conducted by the resort developers themselves (see Table 1). 

The coalitions formed in the 1970s to challenge uncontrolled tourist de· 
velopment were not without overt hostility. As observed in Natiollal Geographic 
(1981: 198ff): 

Alli'"d~ 

An old·timer expressed disgust: "You know who buying up all 
Moloka'i? 'Uncle Kapu,' that who. Everywhere now you see his 
name." Indeed it has become prominent; many properties once 
freely crossed to reach common hunting and fishing grounds 
now bear signs reading KAPU. It's the Hawaiian word for "keep 
out." 

Table 1 
Residenl Atlitud~s about Devdopment and Kalua Kai Resort 

eN ~ 290) 

'A),= 
Preservation of the rural lifestyle on Moloka·i should be everyone's concern. 

Because Maleka'i is such a nice place, we should share what ..... e h~ ... e " 
" with visitors. 

" 

'4 DL<.>grrr 

16 

66 

21 In the tong run antidevelopmenl persons on Maleka'i serve a positive 
function for the people of MoIoka·i. (32~ undecided) 

Maleka'i should remain the \vay it is now because we have enough resort 
development. 

Kalua Kai is of no, or little benefil for Moleka'j residents. 
Sourer: Rur~ll.lrId and Waler 119831. 

55 .; 

63 36 
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One common theme among antidevelopment forces is the anticipated destruc
tion of the fragile Hawaiian culture, especially on Moloka'i, the only island where 
it is still somewhat intact (se~, for example, Honolulu Star Bu/Min 1975a; HOIIOlu/11 
AJt'erliser 1978b). Part of th~ concern over the destruction of the Hawaiian culture 
is based in the loss of access to places where traditional subsistence and cultural 
activities have been carried out for centuries (Honolulu Sfar Bulletin 1975b, 1984; 
Honolulu AdlJerliser 1975a). 

Another fear is that natural resources are not sufficient to accommodate the 
population increase hoped for by the advocates of development and that such an 
increase would compete with local residents' usage of the same resources. Diver
sified agriculture, for example, was endorsed by 100% of the local population in 
our 1981 survey,) but water shortages may make this impossible. In fact, litigation 
against the use of state water transmission facilities for the private use of Kalua 
Koi Resort (a case instigated by Life of the Land, an antidevelopment group) held 
up the initial development of the reSOrt in the early 1970s (Honolulu Adt1ertiser 
1972,19750, b, 1983" b). 

Consistent with Molotch's argument, conflicts on Moloka'i revolve around 
land: who uses it and for what purpose. The conflict arises partly because the 
development is opposed by local residents who will not only not benefit but may 
lose out by the introduction of an alien, culturally disparate landowning class 
(Honolulu Star Bulletin 1971c, d; Hono/ult, Advertiser 1978a). 

VALUE STRUCTURE OF THE GROwrn MACHINE 
AND ITS LOCAL OPPONENTS 

On Moloka'j the conflict over land is especially intense because of the difference 
in the meaning of land found among the competing interests. For the growth 
machine land is property; capital that can"be enhanced in value by more profit· 
able usesfdevelopment (Molotch & Logan 1984). For the indigenous people, the 
land is the source of cultural identity, social life and spirituality (Charlot 1979). 
Given the attractive lure of needed jobs, conflicts necessarily surface: What does 
the proposal of the growth machine do to the local culture, since a choice is 
required regarding the meaning of land? This dilemma is real: jobs are needed in 
the wake of agricultural decline and the culture and quiet ambience of island life 
are jeopardized if the island's economy and demography change drastically. 

In short, the growth machine presents a very difficult choice to the island 
residents, a choice that has social structural consequences. The sociological ques· 
tion is: How are the bases of community attachment affected by such a funda
mentally contradictory choice? To investigate this question, we use survey data 
collected in 1981. 

Measuring the Structure of Community Values 

To carry out the values aspect of the research, we chose the Galileo methodOlogy 
(Woelfel & Fink 1980), which is a complete system of research methods, including 
interview methods, questionnaires, and a computer program designed panicu-
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lar1y.t~ mea~ure values, beliefs, and attitudes in such a way that the complex, 
mulhdlmensl?nal nature of such phenomena is captured, while aVOiding as 
much as pOSSible the biases of the researchers.~ 

There are three steps in a Galileo analysis. The first is to define the important 
value c~.ncet:'ts for the population in question. Taped in-depth interviews of 26 
Moloka. I resl~ents lasted from 1 to 2.5 hours. The respondents represented a 
purposlv~~y diverse group, ranging from Hawaiian elders (a revered position in 
t~e HawaIIan community) to local business and commercial leaders. These inter
views covered such topics as living conditions on the island and hopes and 
expectations about its future. 

After these interviews were completed, we analyzed the content of the tapes 
and selected 13 ~~ncepts as most common and representative. These reflect 
many of the traditional values of rural life (RURAL. EVERYBODY KNOWS EVERY_ 
BODY, SLOW PACE), the cultural heritage of precontact Hawaii (LIVING OFF THE 
LAN,?, LAND, FAMILY TOGETHER. HAWAIlAN CULTURE, SPORTS), as well as cur
rent Issues and problems (JOBS, DEVELOPMENT, HIGHER PRICES, TOURISM. EDU. 
CATION). To this list we added three other concepts. ELECTRICITY SELF. 
SUFFICIENCY ",:,as.added for original policy purposes; ME, to locate the individual 
respond~nt ":'It~m the value structure, and PREFERRED WAY OF LIFE ON 
MOLOKA I to Indicate respondents' expectations about the importance of these 
value concepts in the future.s 

The Galileo questionnaire requires a pairing of each concept with all others 
Numeri::al "distances" between concepts are evoked from the respondents such 
that ~ d~st?nce of zero represents concepts that are identical and concepts that 
are ~I~slmllar are repr~sented by large values.6 The value questionnaire was 
adl~umstered to two different groups: a simple random sample of all Moloka'i 
reSidents, sel~cted from the billing files of the electric utility company (N" 219) 
and a pu~oslve sample of economic and political decisionmakers in the state (N 
... 29) that.mcluded the governor, state legislators, other state and county plan
nmg offic.Jals, and state, county, and local businessmen. The general manager of 
Kalua KOi Resort and the manager of Moloka'j Ranch were also part of this group 
Thus the decision makers represent both local advocates and statesmen of th~ 
growth machine in the state of Hawaii. 

The thi.rd ste~ in the Galileo analysis is the structuring of the 15 value concepts. 
To do th~s, GalIleo first computes the average distance matrix between all con
cepts? (With average v~lu~s in the off-diagonal and zeros in the main diagonal) and 
the~ solves for the pnn::lpal components of the centroid scalar product transfor
mation of the average distance matrix.s When the principal components weights 
?re u~ed as coordinates, the values can be plotted in three-dimensional space, 
Identical to the use of extracted coordinates by other scaling procedures (Davison 
1983). These plots translate conceptual similarity into physical proximity: values 
that are rela~ed cluster together, whereas values that are dissimilar are apart 
(Woelfel & Fmk 19.80). For the analysis of individual concepts, the linear distance 
b~tween concepts I~ space can be presented using charts similar to those found in 
highway maps: While both pre~entations represent the same relationships, they 
are useful for different styles oi-mterpretation (as demonstrated below). 
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ANALYSIS STRATEGY 

For this article we are interested in the value structure of various groups as they 
are oriented toward issues presented by the growth machine. Three groups' 
values were studied: decisionmakers, whose generalized and specific interests in 
Moloka'i's (and the state's) economic development represent the growth rna· 
chine; local residents supporting diverse development; and, local residents 
opposing development. The two latter groups were distinguished by their 
responses to the question: \\'hat kinds of development do you think would be 
good for Moloka'i? The options were condominiums, single-family housing. agri
culture, industry. apartments, and hotels!resorts. These dichotomous items were 
Guttman scaled (coefficient of reproducibility" .84) and supporters of limited 
development were classified as respondents with scores of 1-3, supporters of 
diverse development by scores of 4_6.9 Although these three groups represent 
analytic communities of interest, whether they in fact do have different value 
structures was the empirical question addressed here. 

RESULTS 

The values of the three groups were found to be structured in three identifiable 
clusters.IO One cluster captured the traditional, rural, and cultural values on the 
island that comprised Kalua Koi's description in its advertisement cited above 
(RURAl., HAWAlIAN CULTURE, SLOW PACE, EVERYBODY KNOWS EVERYBODY, 
FAMILY TOGETHER. LMNG OFF THE LAND). Another cluster is consistent with 
the activities of the growth machine (TOURISM, DEVELOPMENT, and HIGHER 
PRICES). A third, middle cluster was made up of the concepts of LAI~D, EDUCA
TION, and JOBS (see Figures 1, 2, 3). 

All three groups located the PREFERRED WAY OF UFE ON MOLOKA'I (concept 
N) and HAWAIIAN CULTURE (concept E) within the first, rural/traditional 
cluster.1I 

The results concerning the personal importance of traditional values diverge 
for the three groups as shown by the different location of the ME concept (con
cept 0). Decisionmakers place their own orientation within the middle cluster 
that represents the socioeconomic status variables of land, education, and jobs. 
The supporters of limited development put their ME (0) very close to the PRE
FERRED WAY OF LIFE ON MOLOKA1 (N), that is, within the Hawaiian culture! 
rural cluster. But local residents who support diverse types of development fall 
between these two extremes when they locate themselves in the value structure.12 

It is especially noteworthy that no group locates itself (the ME) within the 
cluster representing the concepts of the growth machine; neither does any group 
see the values of the growth machine near the PREFERRED WAY OF LIFE ON 
MOLOKA'1. This shows another consistency with Molotch's conceptualization: 
that is, the issue of development acts as an "independent variable" orienting an 
individual's social and economic choices. Thus we view the differences in self
reported relations with tourism and development to be consistent with the 
existence of three different communal associations. 
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One community, represented by the decisionmakers, orients itself by a class or 
socioeconomic basis of community identification, commonly referr:d ~o as gesell
schaft (Tannies 1957). Another, represente,d by th057 who would limtt develop
ment places itself in the midst of a traditlOna~ gememscllafi or status-based com
munity, The third, those we called the '1ocal supporters of diver~e development," 
places itself between these two communities in ,terms of the ~,~olces of the grow!,h 
machine and might appropriately be called ZWlschengruppe ( In between group ). 

THE LOGICAL INCONSISTENCIES OF SELLING PLACE 

Moloka'i as a place has many attractive features that are now be~ng explicitly 
offered as a commodity (Caruso & Palm 1973). Culturally, the Fnendly Isle of 
Moloka'i is sold as a last refuge of the Hawaiian people ("go torc~light fishi~g." 
"hold incredible luaus," etc.). Moloka'i is also marketed as an Ideal phYSical 
location because of its historical condition of not having be~n develo~ed. 
Deserted beaches, family cohesiveness, naturalistic settings, ~nd friend~y natlve.s 
(all in stark contrast to Waikiki) are major aspects of a ~a~kehng camp~ .. gn that, if 
successful, will necessarily destroy the very charactenstics of MO.loka I that. now 
make it appealing. What makes Moloka'i such a lovely place Will ~e .Iost If .the 
potential of the sales strategy is realized. Thus, o~ly short,:tex:m. ga~ IS possIble 
for the advocates of the growth machine because success Will m~vltably res,ult 
in the destruction of the very conditions that now make Moloka I an attractive 
location. (Of course, similar contradictions of development have already been 
realized in Atlantic City, Miami Beach, and Waikiki. See also Vince~t (1980\ for a 
European example and Finney (19751 for tourism effec~s in PolyneSia.) . 

This obvious logical contradiction provokes ~ntldevelopment senttme~t. 
Moloka'i residents know in the same way that selhng land transfers ownership 
and controL the selling of a culture results in a culture th~t is ~lienated fr~m. the 
local people and reduced to symbolic caricatures:-plast1;, leIS, con:".':;clahzed 
luaus, and cellophane grass skirts-all part of makmg the Aloha SPlI'lt. a prod
uct. In fact, Hawaii residents now experience state-sponsored advertisements 
produced for television and radio that promote the awarene.ss of lo.cal dep~n
dency on tourism and "teach" disenchanted natives how to give t~e ImpreSSion 
of having the "Aloha Spirit." The message is, "You'd better seem fnendly or you 
(and the state economy) will suffer the consequences." 

All residents know where the appeal of Moloka'i lies. They live it. They, as well 
as the growth machine representatives surveyed, report that .~he PREFERRED 
WAY OF LIFE on the island is located in the slow-paced, Hawauan culture and 
rural lifestyle. No group put the PREFERRED WAY OF LIFE ~n t~e touris".' ~luster. 
Moloka'i's and the state's solution to the land-use conflict IS to partition the 
island explicitly into tourist and nontourist regions. Keeping the resort destina
tion contained on the west end is a response to antidevelopment pressures from 
the community. As Castells (1977), Harvey (1973), an~ Molotch (.1976) sugges.t, 
conflicts in the social system are directly observed m the spatial order. ThiS 
physical partition is an acknowledgment of the social partition created by the 
contradictions of tourist development on Moloka'i. 
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SUMMARY 

Molotch's growth machine hypothesis is relevant to this study in several ways. 
First, it states the pOlitical and economic importance of land and its use as a 
resource that primarily benefits a small exploitative coalition. Second, it proposes 
that the competition for land is a major force for organizing political action and 
for creating political positions and ideological orientations. Third, it identifies the 
members of the growth machine and their supporters who differ in the directness 
?fben~fits fr~m g~owth and in their promotional activities. Here growth support 
IS crUCial because Its purpose is to regulate the use of land and to promote "good 
planning" in the public interest. Last, it suggests that anti growth coalitions will 
develop, because growth benefits only a small proportion of local residents, actu
ally costs them more money, and negatively affects the quality of their lives. 

On Moloka'i competition over land use is fierce, and land use decisions benefit 
an .identifie? progrowth coalition. The values data comparing two groups of 
reSidents With the growth machine underscored the differences in community 
identification, especially the emergence of a group caught between the status and 
achievement forms of association. Ironically, all groups appreciate that the pre
ferred way of life on the island is located in a value system of interpersonal 
relationships (EVERYBODY KNOWS EVERYBODY, FA..'AILY TOGETHER), self suffi
ciency (RURAL, UVlNG OFF THE LAND), and Hawaiian culture (HAWAILo\.;,"J CUL
TIJRE,. SLOW PACE) in stark contrast to the values important to the growth 
machme (TOURISM, DEVELOPMENT, HIGHER PRICES). This is exactly the cluster 
of preferred values that is placed in jeopardy through the internal contradictions 
of the growth machine and the selling of Hawaiian culture. 
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NOTES 

1. The withdrawal of agriculture does not 
mark the initiation of a relationship be
tween land use and politics. Before West
ern contact, Moloka'i's 261 square miles 
were divided into pie·shaped districts 
(known in Hawaiian as ahupua'a) that ran 
from mountaintop to ocean floor. These 
ecologically diverse land divisions sus
tained extended families who traded the 
products of mountain slopes with those 
of the ocean and coastal plains. Although 
estimates of precontact population vary, 

authorities agree that the traditional or· 
ganization of society and land sustained 
a larger population than the number of 
current residents (about 6,000). Western 
principles of property ownership adopted 
under the Monarchy in 1848 (because of 
the demand for large lots for sugar plant
ing, according to Young and Newton 
{1980: 93]) resulted in alienation of the 
indigenous land "owners," severe con
centration of land ownership, and the 
creation of large sugar and pineapple 
plantations. 

Moloka'i Ranch (founded in 1896) be· 
came the largest landowner on the island 
(with more than 41% of the land). The 
Hawaiian Homes Commission, estab
lished in 1920 under a land reformation, 
owns 29,000 acres 06%) and is second. 
Today private lots make up only 2% of 
the land (Hawaii Department of Planning 
and Economic Development 1983: 11). 
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Young and Ne ..... ton 0980: 100) summa
riu the land history as fol1o .... 's: 

King K<lmeh.lmt!ha IV wa5 the first to control 
e),h~nsive lands on the west end of Moloka'~ 
establishing a sheep ranch there in 1859 ... 
Ka.mehameha V used part of the area for a cat
tle ranch and set aside the remainder of the 
west end for hunting. In lSS-l these lands were 
deeded to Bernice rauahi Bishop, who then 
deeded them to her husband. Twelve years 
later, more than 70,000 acres were sold for 
5150,000 to a syndicate, ..... hich formed the 
Moloka'j Ranch. In 1908 Charles Cooke bought 
out the other parties in the ranch, and today it 
is still owned by shareholders who are second
and third'generation members of the Cooke 
family. 

Pineaple production on Moloka'j was 
begun in 1923 first by Libby, Mac~eil and 
Libby; and then Del Monte Corporation. 
In 1970 Dole bought out Libby. All pine
apple production waS conducted on 
lands leased from Moloka'i Ranch. The 
phase out of both pineapple companies 
began in 1972; the last Dole harvest was 
in 1975 and Del Monte closed out in 1983. 
(See Bowen and Foster [19831 for a profile 
of the island's displaced pineapple 
workers.) 

Low yields, high water costs, and trans
portation distances were cited as corpo
rate reasons for withdrawal. However, 
according to Young and Newton, local 
labor costs and interest in higher profit in 
tourism development were additional 
factors. 

Perhaps the most important reasons for Dole's 
decision to leave Moloka'j were those not 
explicitly stated by the company. Both Dole 
and Del Monle are launching pineapple opera· 
tions in the Philippines, where workers are 
compensated at rates equh'alent to those paid 
in Hawaii in 1930 .... One additional factor 
precipitating Dole's hasty departure from 
Moloka'j was the eagerness of the !'.1oloka'i 
Ranch Company to de\'e!op tourist facilities 
on a portion of its land holding on the west 
end of Moloka'i (l9SO: 103, 10-1). 

2. As observed in !'I.·aliona/ Geographic 
(1981: 207), 

Anti.development sentimt'nt is fuelt'd in part 
by a statt!wiJt' drh't' among nath'e HJwaiians 
to st'curt' ianus tht'y fet'i art' rightfully theirs 
by virtue of their ancestry. Because the local 
native Hawaiians recognil!t'd the need fur 
more sophisticated we<lpons than talk, prayer, 
and demonstrations, leaders of the mO\'ement 
~re fast learning how the law can be used for 
as well as against them. Already their edu· 
cated efforts have paid off with one stunning 
victory-defeat of a large project planned for 
the Pukoo area on the east end. 

3. The original focus of the research, 
funded by the Ha ..... aii Natural Energy 
Institute of the University of Hawaii, the 
National Center for Appropriate Tech
nology, and the county of Maui, was the 
configuration of alternate energy strate
gies that would be consistent with (and 
not antithetical to) the socially valued 
characteristics of the island and its resi· 
dents. (For more information, see Canan. 
Hennessy, et al. 1981.) Although many 
types of data were collected (including 
questionnaire data, informal qualitative 
interviews, and standard archh'al social 
indicator information), this article con
centrates On the values' portion of the 
study. 

4. The Galileo methodology seemed 
ideill for four major reilsons: (1) values 
concepts are grounded in the phenome
nological reality of the community under 
study rather than dictated by professional 
biases; (2) it is suited for populations like 
that of Moloka'i where there is a heavy 
reliance on verbal as opposed to ..... ritten. 
communication and where bartering is 
commonplace; (3) research findings may 
be displayed graphically, promoting rapid 
understanding of a wealth of data mean
ingful to residents, decisionmakers and 
scholars alike; and (4) repeated sampling 
from the same universe produces a mov
ing picture (time series) of community 
value change, thus enabling one to cap
ture a dynamic as opposed to a static 
image of community values as well as 
measure the value consequences of intro
duced deliberate change. 
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5. In all the analyses presented in this 
article, ELECTRICITY SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
has bl.'en delt!led. This has no effect on 
the substantive conclusions because the 
Galileo analysis including Electricity Self
Sufficiency is virtually identical 10 the 
results here although the principal com
ponents fit is improved (see Canan &. 
Hennessy II 9821J. 
6, Each respondent's reports were stan
dardized to a common metric for com
parability (see Canan, Hennessy, et a!. 
[1981J). 
7. This matrix is K"(K-ll/2 elements in 
size for each respondent, where K is the 
number of concepts. 
8. A centroid scalar products matrix is a 
transformation of Ihe distance matrix 
such that the origin of the new matrix is 
al the geometric center of the K.dimen
sional space (Woelfel &. Fink 1980). 
9. Kalua Koi's Own study of preferred 
future development showed that 94% of 
the residents favored agriculture, 39% 
hotels and resorts, 12% condos, 89% 
single-family houses, 71% industry, 43% 
apartments. and 5% none, very close to 
our results collected in 1981 (Rural Land 
and Water 1983: 1). 
10, Eighty-three percent of the total 
distance is explained by the three
dimensional solution for the gro ..... th ma
chine; 82% for supporters of limited 
growth; and 74% for supporters of diverse 
types of growth. No dimension explained 
less than 10% of the total variance in dis
tance. The x coordinates (left-right 
distances) represent a culture conflict 
dimension. The y coordinates represent a 
dimension sho ..... ing the social aspects of 
interpersonal relations on the island. and 
the vertical, z coordinates, represent a 
?imension of the social uses ofland. rang
mg from land as a basis for social interac
tion (concepts A, B, C, and L) or for eco
nomic alienation (K. H, IJ. 
11. The actual distance between the PRE
FERRED WAY OF LIFE ON MOLOKA'( (N) 
and HAWAllAN CULTURE, for example, is 
18 for the growth machine. 17 for sup-

porters of diverse types of development. 
and 15 for supporters of limited types ~lf 
de\·e[opment. 
12. The distance between ME (0) and 
EDUCATION (F), for example, is 16 for the 
gro ..... th machine, 26 for diverse develop. 
ment supporters, and 38 for supporters of 
limited development. 
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